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Many academic studies continue to conclude that natural fiber reinforced thermoplastic
composites (NFTCs) have some potential to compete with mineral/inorganic fiber and
filler reinforced composites in certain applications due to their distinctive characteristics.
NFTCs are often presented as a more environmentally friendly product which may, in
some cases, offer useful levels of specific strength and stiffness with an overall reduced
carbon footprint. However, from an end-use composite performance viewpoint, issues
with impact resistance (notched and un-notched) continue to hold back the large-scale
implementation of these composites. This paper presents a review of the recent work on
impact properties of NFTCs, analysing the effects of fundamental composite parameters
and potential routes to improvement.
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INTRODUCTION
There has been a strong growth in the applications using glass fiber (GF) and filler reinforced
thermoplastic composites during the past half century. Mass processability and high performance
have allowed these composites to be successfully used over a wide range of different applications
(Bledzki and Gassan, 1999). Nevertheless, the increasing pressure of finite natural resources,
cost competitiveness, the large amounts of energy required in manmade fiber production,
environmental regulation, and growing environment awareness of society, have driven an
increasing interest in natural fiber reinforced thermoplastic composites (NFTCs). Many academic
researchers argue that plant-based natural fibers (NF) can successfully compete with glass
fibers in today’s market because of their attractive properties, which may include low cost,
low density, good specific strength properties, renewable, carbon dioxide neutrality emissions,
and sustainability (Saheb and Jog, 1999; Wambua et al., 2003; Joshi et al., 2004; Goda and
Cao, 2007; Faruk et al., 2014; Pickering et al., 2016). The reduced production energy of NF
is especially significant when compared to GF, with claims of ∼82% reduction in the energy
required to produce a flax-fiber mat compared to a glass-fiber mat (Holbery and Houston,
2006). The benefits of energy saving are also extended through product’s lifetime in the case
of applications where the energy consumption is related to weight, e.g., automotive industry.
Nevertheless, a certain level of reinforcement performance is still required from NF in order
to succeed in engineering composite applications. In this context, many researchers refer to
the respectable level of axial modulus exhibited by some NF, which can be made to appear
more attractive by comparing modulus/density ratios (Park and Balatinecz, 1997; Saheb and
Jog, 1999; Wambua et al., 2003; Joshi et al., 2004; Holbery and Houston, 2006; Goda and Cao,
2007; Ashori et al., 2008; Thomason, 2009a, 2010; Faruk et al., 2014; Pickering et al., 2016).
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An interesting point about such claims is that both low density
and specific performance are claimed to be advantages for NF. It
should, of course, be noted that any use of specific performance
comparisons precludes claiming low weight or density as an
advantage for NF over GF, as this is already included in the
specific performance calculation. Notwithstanding this point
there is ample evidence available in the literature that NFTCs
can achieve modulus values within the lower range of values
offered by GFTC. However, many of the potential applications
for these materials are typical lower performance of the high
throughput process such as injection molding and compression
molding. The performance requirements of the materials used
in such application is rarely limited to modulus and will also
normally include targets for strength and impact resistance.
There can be little doubt for those that are familiar with the
use of NF as a composite reinforcement that one of the frontiers
of research and development of NFTCs is to characterize,
understand, and improve their poor impact performance (Faruk
et al., 2014; Pickering et al., 2016).
The challenge of distilling the structure-performance
relationships governing the impact strength of NFTCs (and
composite materials in general) from impact test results
is not limited to the material complexities but also to the
variety in the tests and the methods of reporting their results.
Systematic investigation of composite impact resistance is
a complicated challenge since the result of an impact test
is not solely dependent on material parameters but also on
test configuration and sample configuration. For instance an
important configuration parameter is whether or not the test
sample has been notched. It is well-known that the magnitude
of the unnotched impact (UI) performance of thermoplastic
polymers is normally significantly higher than that of their
notched impact (NI) strength. Furthermore, this difference is
greatly reduced when reinforcements are incorporated into these
polymers. Fibers and fillers can cause a significant reduction in
the energy required for crack initiation while at the same time the
use of fiber reinforcements significantly raises crack propagation
resistance (Williams et al., 1973, Thomason, 2009b). Pendulum
impact test methods are widely used in the industry due to
their relatively low cost and rapid turnaround times. However,
interpretation of the results of these simple tests in terms of
the material microstructural parameters is not as advanced for
composites materials in comparison to results for stiffness and
strength testing. For example for the results of the commonly
used Izod and Charpy pendulum impact tests following ASTM
are often reported as energy lost per unit of thickness (such as
ft.lb/in or J/cm). However, the results may be reported as energy
lost per unit cross-sectional area (J/m2 or ft.lb/in2). Using ISO
methods the results are only based on the cross-sectional area of
the specimen (at the notch in notched specimens). Comparison
of impact results from different laboratories can be confused
by these different reporting methods and conversion of energy
per unit thickness to energy per unit area may not be possible if
the sample dimensions are not also reported (and this is often
the case in the literature of NFTCs). To assist the reader in
better comprehending the challenge of the impact performance
of NFTC when examining the results presented in the papers
TABLE 1 | Typical range of impact performance of GF-PP composites (from
injection molded short fiber, through molded long fiber, to compression molded
GMT) in the different units used in different standard pendulum impact test.
Test units
Test J/m ft.lb/in kJ/m∧2
NI 50–250 1–5 5–25
UI 250–1,500 5–30 25–150
referenced in this review the range of impact performance that
can be obtained from GF-Polypropylene composites is presented
in Table 1 using the three different units discussed above.
Despite these complexities, it is clear that NFTCs will not be
seriously considered for large volume engineering applications
until the challenge of understanding and considerably improving
their poor impact performance is comprehensively addressed.
This paper presents a review of the recent work on the impact
properties of NFTCs, analysing and discussing the effects of
fundamental composite parameters and potential routes of
improvement. The review has been divided in threemain sections
where specific issues of the impact performance are examined in
terms of fiber content, fiber length, and chemical modification of
both the fiber and the matrix. Each section consists of relevant
subsections and discussions.
FIBER CONTENT EFFECTS
Positive Correlation With Fiber Content
Rana et al. (1998) analyzed the effect of fiber content (30–60 wt%)
in injection molded jute reinforced polypropylene (PP). The NI
strength increased for increasing fiber content with a maximum
value in the 50–60 wt% range. Regarding the UI strength, the
opposite trend was observed for composites which contained
no adhesion promoter. In the case of UI strength, the authors
attributed this trend to an increase of the probability of fiber
agglomeration which could lead to stress concentration regions
where less energy is required to start a crack. Mohanty et al.
(2004a) analyzed the effect of fiber content (10–40 wt%) on
compression molded jute reinforced PP composites. The Izod NI
strength of untreated 6mm fiber reinforced PP increased with
increasing fiber content from 10 to 30 wt% and subsequently
decreased for further increase in fiber content. The authors
interpreted these results as an improvement of the fiber-matrix
interface at 30 wt% fiber content in comparison to the other
fiber contents. Mohanty et al. (2004b) also explored the effect of
fiber content (0–45 wt%) on compressionmolded sisal reinforced
PP composites. The Izod NI strength increased for increasing
fiber content, reaching a maximum at 30 wt% fiber content.
In a later study, Mohanty et al. (2006) studied the effect fiber
content (0–30 wt%) in compression molded jute reinforced
HDPE. Again, an increase in the NI strength was observed when
the fiber content increased up to 30 wt%. Above this point the
impact strength decreased with increasing fiber content. The
authors explained the reduction of the impact strength at high
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fiber content through the poor interfacial adhesion and fiber
agglomeration that produced non-uniform stress transfer.
Bledzki et al. (2007) studied the effect of fiber content (20–
50 wt%) on injection molded abaca reinforced PP in comparison
with jute and flax fiber reinforced PP. The NI strength increased
with increasing fiber content from 20 to 40 wt% and decreased
from 40 to 50 wt%. In a later study, Bledzki et al. (2009) analyzed
injection molded man-made cellulose and abaca fibers reinforced
polylactide (PLA) and PP composites. All the composites were
prepared with 30 wt% fiber content. PP based composites were
evaluated with a 5 wt% maleated polypropylene (MAPP) content
in relation to the fiber weight. At room temperature the PP-based
materials gave significantly higher NI performance, whereas at
−30◦C the PLA-based materials gave higher NI values. The
results showed a clear difference between composites reinforced
with abaca fiber and man-made cellulose. The authors attributed
the difference to the higher aspect ratio of the cellulose and its
smoother surface.
Jayaraman (2003) studied the effect of fiber content (9–38
wt%) on compression molded sisal-PP sandwich composites.
The Charpy NI strength of composites of fiber length of 10,
20, and 30mm increased with increasing fiber content. For
composites reinforced with 10mm fibers, the increase was
almost linear, reaching a maximum at 38 wt%. In the case of
composites reinforced with 20 and 30mm fibers the maximum
NI value was at 30 wt%. Zhang et al. (2005) investigated the
effect of fiber content (0–30 vol%) on compression molded sisal
fiber reinforced thermoplastic. The thermoplastic material used
as matrix in this study was made from wood flour through
benzylation process. The UI strength initially increased with
increasing fiber content, reaching a maximum at 15 vol%, after
which the value decreased for increasing fiber content.
Oever et al. (1999) investigated the impact behavior of
compression molded flax mat PP composites (20 and 40 vol%).
Results showed the UI strength increasing for increasing fiber
content. Garkhail et al. (2000) investigated the effect of fiber
content (10–50 vol%) on compression molded flax fiber-mat-
reinforced PP. The NI strength increased for increasing fiber
content, reaching a plateau level at 25 vol%. Singleton et al.
(2003) investigated the effect of fiber content (10–30 vol%) in
film stacking and compression molding flax fiber mat reinforced
recycled high density polyethylene (HDPE). The addition of flax
fiber significantly increased the NI strength with a maximum at
10% flax volume fraction. Bax and Müssig (2008) analyzed the
effect of fiber content in injection molded flax (10–30 wt%) and
rayon (10–40wt%) reinforced PLA. TheUI strength increased for
increasing fiber content (10–30 wt%) in the case of both fibers. In
the case or rayon composites the impact strength decreased at
40 wt% fiber content compared with 30 wt% composites. It was
suggested that above 30 wt% fiber content fiber agglomeration
could reduce energy absorption due to fiber-fiber contact. John
and Anandjiwala (2009) investigated the effect of fiber content
(0–40 wt%) in nonwoven flax reinforced PP composites. The NI
strength increased with fiber content up to a maximum at 30
wt% and then decreased at 40 wt%. To this regard, the authors
identified matrix and fiber fracture, fiber matrix debonding,
and fiber pull-out as the energy absorption mechanisms. They
remarked that the friction between fibers at high fiber contents
leads to lower impact strength.
Khalid et al. (2008) investigated the effects of 0–50 wt% oil
palm empty fruit bunch fiber (EFBF) and the cellulose derived
fromEFBF on themechanical properties of compressionmolding
reinforced PP. In comparison with unreinforced PP the Izod NI
strength of both composites initially decreases to a minimum
at 10 wt%. From this point, the NI strength increases with
increasing fiber content. Cellulose reinforced PP showed higher
impact strength. The authors attributed this to a better adhesion
and compatibility between PP and cellulose, leading to higher
impact strength. Bettini et al. (2010) studied the effect of fiber
content (20–40 wt%) on injection molded coir fiber reinforced
PP. Composites with 20 wt% coir fiber and no MAPP content
had lower Izod NI strength than pure PP. Nevertheless, NI
strength increased for composites with higher fiber content (30
and 40 wt%) obtaining higher values than pure PP. The authors
explained this improvement by higher levels of energy dissipated
through fiber-matrix debonding and fiber pull-out. Paul et al.
(2010) investigated the effect of fiber content (0–60 wt%) in
compressionmolded short randomly oriented 6mmbanana fiber
PP composites. Results showed an almost linear increase in the
Charpy UI for increasing fiber content, reaching a maximum at
50% fiber content. Further increase of the fiber content led to
a decrease in the UI strength. It was reported that the impact
strength of composites depend on several factors, including
reinforcement mechanical properties, properties of the interface
and geometry of the composite. The authors remarked on the
importance of the interface region regarding the impact strength
of composites. The energy dissipated during fracture increases
for weak interfaces due to crack propagation along the interfaces,
leading to fiber-matrix debonding and therefore the generation
of new surfaces. However, this statement ignores the important
of a strong interface in resisting the initial crack formation which
is so important to UI performance.
Negative Correlation With Fiber Content
Li et al. (2001) investigated the effect of filler content (0–40 wt%)
on injection molded sawdust reinforced recycled PP. Results
showed a decrease of the NI with increasing fiber content in
unmodified composites, reaching a minimum at 30 wt% which
represented a decrease of∼5% compared to the PP matrix alone.
The initial addition of 5 wt% fiber did not significantly change
the result in comparison with unreinforced recycled PP. Ashori
et al. (2008) studied the effects of fiber content (0–40 wt%)
in compression molded wood fiber reinforced PP composites.
Results showed that the NI strength decreased with increasing
fiber content. Nourbakhsh and Ashori (2008) also studied the
effect of fiber content (10–40 wt%) in compression molded
poplar fiber PP composites with 2 wt% MAPP as a coupling
agent. Once again the Izod NI strength decreased with increasing
fiber content. The authors remarked that an optimum level of
interfacial of bonding is necessary for good impact strength.
The authors also indicated that crack propagation occurs at the
interface as a result of the poor interfacial adhesion between the
hydrophilic poplar fiber and hydrophobic PP.
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Marcovich and Villar (2003) analyzed the effect of fiber
content (30 and 40 wt%) on compression molded wood flour
reinforced linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE). The Izod
NI strength decreased with increasing filler content. This effect
was related to the increase of stress concentration points at
fiber ends. These points could generate cracks which ultimately
lead to composites fracture. At the same time, the increase in
fiber content could increase the fiber agglomeration which forms
high stress concentration areas where cracks could be initiated
or easily propagated. Yang et al. (2004) studied the effect of
fiber content (0–40 wt%) on injection molded rice husk flour
reinforced PP. The UI strength decreased with increasing fiber
content. The same trend was observed for NI strength, which
decreased linearly for increasing fiber content. In a later study,
Yang et al. (2006) investigated the effect of filler content (0–
40 wt%) on injection molded rice-husk flour and wood flour
reinforced PP. For both fillers the NI and UI strength decreased
for increasing filler content. The initial addition of filler led to a
significant drop in the impact properties, particularly in the case
of NI and UI strength of wood flour composites and UI strength
of rice husk flour composites. Czél and Kanyok (2007) studied
the effect of fiber content (0–50 wt%) on injection molded rice
husk flour reinforced PP with MAPP as coupling agent. Results
showed that the Izod NI strength decreased with increasing
reinforcement content. The authors attributed this effect to a
reduction of the deformability of the polymer due to the addition
of the reinforcement. Yao et al. (2008) investigated the effect of
fiber content (0, 30, and 50 wt%) on compression molded wood
fiber, rice straw leaf fiber, rice husk fiber, rice straw stem fiber,
and rice whole straw fiber reinforced HDPE and recycled HDPE.
In general terms the NI strength decreased with increasing fiber
content.
Arbelaiz et al. (2005) analyzed the effect of fiber content
(0–60 wt%) on injection molded flax fiber reinforced PP. The
UI strength dramatically dropped with the initial addition of
fibers and decreased progressively with increasing fiber content.
He et al. (2008) investigated the effect of fiber content (0–
20 wt%) on injection molded ramie fiber reinforced PP. The
results showed that NI strength of all the composites was lower
than that of the PP matrix and decreased with increasing fiber
content. Li et al. (2012) studied the effect of fiber content (10–30
wt%) on injection molded ramie fiber reinforced PP. The Izod
NI strength decreased almost linearly from 10 to 25 wt%. Liu
et al. (2009) investigated the effect fiber content (29–48 wt%)
on injection molded banana fiber reinforced HDPE/Nylon-6
composites which also contained 7.5 wt% maleated polyethylene
coupling agent (MAPE). The NI strength of these composites
decreased with increasing fiber content. Mohanty and Nayak
(2010) examined the effect of fiber content (0–40 wt%) in
injection molded short-bamboo fiber reinforced HDPE. The
Izod NI strength decreased with increasing fiber content. The
authors attributed this behavior to the fibers causing a change
from ductile to brittle fracture and increased fiber agglomeration
causing high stress regions.
Oksman et al. (2009) analyzed the effect of fiber content (20–
45 wt%) of banana, jute, sisal, and flax reinforced PP. Composites
were processed through a long fiber thermoplastic extrusion and
compression molding process. The UI strength of sisal reinforced
PP increased with increasing fiber content. The UI strength
banana fiber composites did not vary significantly over the range
of fiber contents. For jute and flax composites there was an initial
slight increase in the UI strength from 20 to 35 wt% fiber content
but then a decrease for 44 wt%. Guo et al. (2010) analyzed the
NI behavior of a large variety of injection molded NFs reinforced
PP composites with MAPP as coupling agent. Results showed
how difficult is to achieve uniform criteria regarding the use
of coupling agents and fiber contents. The authors divided the
analyzed NFs in three groups: wood fibers, agricultural fibers,
and wood flour. The authors compared composites with two fiber
contents (30 and 50 wt%) always with 2 wt% MAPP. There was
no unified final conclusion, as results depended on the kind of
fiber.
Cicala et al. (2017) studied the Charpy UI performance
of recycled injection molded hemp-PP composites containing
MAPP and lignin. The initial UI performance was low (5 kJ/m2)
flat across the 0–20 wt% hemp fiber range. The UI values were
decreased by three cycles of extrusion and injection molding.
Chauhan et al. (2018) studied the effect of fiber content (0–50
wt%) on the Izod performance (NI and UI) of injection molded
bamboo fiber reinforced PP containing 5 wt% of MAPP. The
composite NI was lower than that of PP alone at all fiber contents
with an initial strong decrease (from 60 down to 20 kJ/m2)
at 10 wt% fiber and then an approximate linear increase with
increasing fiber content (up to 27.1 kJ/m2 at 50 wt%). As in
many other studies reviewed here the UI performance decreased
significantly on initial addition of bamboo fiber (from 2.9 down
to 2.1 kJ/m2) and continued to decrease as the fiber content was
increased (down to 9.3 kJ/m2 at 50 wt%).
Discussion of Fiber Content Effects
Due to differences in the nature of matrix materials, fibers, test
conditions and number of fiber contents examined, the task
of drawing conclusions or general statements from the above
information is certainly challenging. Regarding the NI strength,
which is related to the crack propagation phenomenon, a positive
correlation between fiber content and NI strength has been
observed in several studies (Rana et al., 1998; Garkhail et al., 2000;
Jayaraman, 2003; Singleton et al., 2003; Mohanty et al., 2004a,b,
2006; Bledzki et al., 2007, 2009; Bax and Müssig, 2008; Khalid
et al., 2008; John and Anandjiwala, 2009; Bettini et al., 2010;
Guo et al., 2010; Mohanty and Nayak, 2010). According to some
authors, with an increasing fiber content, the energy absorbed
through the pull-out mechanism will also increase (John and
Anandjiwala, 2009; Bettini et al., 2010). For some NFTCs, this
mechanism was reported to be the main contributor to the total
absorbed impact energy (Bledzki et al., 2009; Paul et al., 2010).
Moreover, it has been reported that the stress distribution will
also improve (Mohanty et al., 2006). However, in some cases, the
increase in the NI properties is attributed to an improvement of
the fiber-matrix interface at the optimum fiber content (Zhang
et al., 2005). In the case of a positive correlation, an optimum
in reinforcement content was often reported, above which the NI
strength decreases. It is worth noting that such an optimum in NI
is also observed with glass reinforced thermoplastic composites
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(Thomason, 2002, 2005). This observation may indicate that
different mechanisms are involved in the energy absorption
process. The reasons proposed for a decrease in NFTC NI at
higher fiber contents included:
1) a decrease in interfacial adhesion in relation to the optimum
fiber content (Mohanty et al., 2006).
2) fiber agglomeration which leads to areas of poor wetting and
fiber-fiber contact regions (Mohanty et al., 2006; Bax and
Müssig, 2008; John and Anandjiwala, 2009).
However, a negative correlation between fiber content and NI
strength has also been reported in other many NFTC studies
(Li et al., 2001, 2012; Marcovich and Villar, 2003; Yang et al.,
2006; Czél and Kanyok, 2007; Ashori et al., 2008; He et al., 2008;
Nourbakhsh and Ashori, 2008; Yao et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009;
Guo et al., 2010). The reasons proposed for this included:
1) a change in the nature of the fracture from ductile to brittle
reduction of the deformability of the polymer (Mohanty and
Nayak, 2010).
2) fiber agglomeration (Marcovich and Villar, 2003; Mohanty
and Nayak, 2010).
3) increase of stress concentration points at fiber ends
(Marcovich and Villar, 2003).
4) poor interfacial adhesion (Nourbakhsh and Ashori, 2008).
When analysing these different trends in relation to the NI
strength the fibers aspect ratio and surface roughness are two of
the main factors (Bledzki et al., 2009). In relation to the interface
properties, opposing arguments were identified. It has been
suggested that better fiber-matrix adhesion and compatibility will
lead to higher impact strength (Mohanty et al., 2004a, 2006;
Khalid et al., 2008; Nourbakhsh and Ashori, 2008). However, it
has also been proposed that poor adhesion could lead to higher
energy absorption (Bax and Müssig, 2008; Paul et al., 2010).
Similarly, in terms of UI strength opposing trends have been
identified, with both positive (Oever et al., 1999; Zhang et al.,
2005; Paul et al., 2010) and negative (Rana et al., 1998; Yang et al.,
2004, 2006; Arbelaiz et al., 2005; Oksman et al., 2009). It has
been reported that UI strength is related to the energy dissipated
by plastic flexural deformation preceding crack initiation (Yang
et al., 2006). Fiber agglomeration (Rana et al., 1998) has been
also linked to a reduction of the energy required to initiate a
crack due to stress concentrations and/or poorly wetted areas. As
in the case of the NI strength, the nature of the matrix, fibers,
and interface all appear to play a role in determining the impact
strength dependence on fiber content.
FIBER LENGTH EFFECTS
Garkhail et al. (2000) investigated the effect of fiber length (3,
6, and 25mm) and fiber content (10–50 vol%) on compression
molded flax fiber-mat-reinforced PP. The composite Charpy
NI strength increased with increasing fiber length, reaching a
maximum in composites with the 25mm fibers. In the case
of composites with MAPP (5 wt% in relation to the polymer
weight), the NI strength increased with increasing fiber length,
reaching a maximum at 6mm, after which the values decreased.
The authors attributed this effect to the decrease in the critical
fiber length caused by the addition of MAPP. Certainly, in the
case of composites with 25mm fibers, the improvement of the
interfacial interaction would result in the reduction of the critical
fiber length and therefore increasing levels of fiber fracture,
which would result in a decrease of the energy absorbed by fiber
debonding and pull-out mechanisms. These results suggest that
the NI strength of unmodified NFPP composites is controlled
by debonding and pull-out mechanisms. The authors pointed
out that, in order to increase the NI strength in this kind of
composite, it is critical to improve fiber tensile strength to allow
an increase of the energy absorbed through higher fiber length
debonding and pull-out.
Jayaraman (2003) analyzed the influence of fiber length (1,
3, 5, 8, 10, 20, and 30mm) on compression molded sisal-
PP sandwich composites with 25 wt% fiber content. The NI
strength of composites increased almost linearly with increasing
fiber length. Mohanty et al. (2004a) analyzed the effect of fiber
length (3, 6, and 10mm) on compression molded jute reinforced
PP composites with 30 wt% fiber content and 0.5 % MAPP.
Composites reinforced with 6mm fiber produced the highest
NI strength. Beg and Pickering (2008) investigated the effect of
fiber length (1–3mm) in injection molded kraft fiber reinforced
PP composites with 40 wt% fiber content and 4 wt% MAPP.
The Charpy NI strength increased by ∼10% with increasing
average fiber length over the limited length range studied. It was
pointed out that the increase of average fiber length could have
caused an increase of the reinforcing efficiency due to increased
stress transfer in longer fibers. At the same time, increasing
the fiber length decreased the number of fiber ends increased
which could act as crack initiation points, hence increasing
the impact strength. He et al. (2008) investigated the effect of
input fiber length (3, 5, 8, and 10mm) on injection molded
ramie fiber reinforced PP with 15 wt% fiber content. The impact
strength slightly decreased for increasing fiber length. The Izod
NI strength of composites did not change significantly with fiber
length but was significantly lower than the PP NI alone.
Rahman et al. (2017) investigated the Charpy NI and drop
weight impact performance of compression molded quasi-
unidirectionally (i.e., using fabrics containing UD yarns of
twisted fibers) flax reinforced PP. Laminates with three different
fiber volume fractions (0.31, 0.4, 0.5 equivalent to 41, 51, 61
wt%) were produced and the NI performance was measured
with the samples cut at a range (0–90◦) of angles to the yarn
direction. The PP grade was a high impact random copolymer.
TheNI performance of the composites at 0◦ orientation increased
with increasing fiber content and almost reached double that of
the PP copolymer alone. Interestingly the NI values decreases
significantly as the composites began to be loaded off-axis with
a reduction to approximately one third of the matrix value when
the impact test was carried out transverse to the yarn direction.
Nordin et al. (2017) extensively studied the impact performance
(Izod UI, Charpy UI, and Charpy NI) of injection molded oil
palm fiber reinforced PP with 1% MAPP. Fibers were cut and
pulverized, followed by sieving to obtain three fiber size grades
covering a range of what appears to be about two orders of
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magnitude in dimension from a flour up to ∼1mm fiber length.
Ultimately their results in all impact testing appeared to show
little significant relevance of the size differences in the three
grades of fiber. Both UI tests showed similar results of significant
reduction in UI with increasing fiber content. The NI results
appeared to show a minimum at 10 wt% fiber content. None
of the composite samples exhibited higher impact performance
than the unreinforced reference PP sample. Pailoor et al. (2018)
studied the effect of changing the fiber length of the input jute
fibers being compounded in a twin screw extruder. Fiber input
was either “continuous” jute yarn or the same yarn which had
been pre-chopped to 2mm length. These compounds were used
to produce injection molded jute reinforced PP samples with
fiber contents in the range 20–40 wt% fiber. The PP contained
2 wt% MAPP coupling agent. Both NI and UI Izod impact
testing was carried out on these samples. NI increased with
fiber content up to 30 wt% fiber content, at 40 wt% the NI
showed little significant change from the 30 wt% samples. The
samples containing MAPP exhibited lower values of NI for
all fiber contents and fiber lengths. UI decreased steadily with
increasing fiber content. In general the NI results were higher,
but UI performance was lower, for the samples produced with
continuous fiber input.
An increase in composite NI strength with increasing fiber
length was reported by most length related studies (Garkhail
et al., 2000; Jayaraman, 2003; Mohanty et al., 2004a; Beg and
Pickering, 2008; Pailoor et al., 2018). It has been pointed out that
an increase in the fiber length could lead to an improved stress
transfer and reduction of high stress concentration points at fiber
ends (Beg and Pickering, 2008). As in the case of fiber content
dependence, it has been reported in some of the studies that
there may be an optimum fiber length in some NFTC systems.
If debonding and pull-out mechanisms are assumed to be main
contributors to the absorbed energy (Beg and Pickering, 2008;
John and Anandjiwala, 2009; Paul et al., 2010), the critical fiber
length will determine the optimum fiber length.
CHEMICAL MODIFICATION EFFECTS OF
COMPOSITES
Compatibilizers and Coupling Agents
Sanadi et al. (1994) analyzed the effect of different polymeric
coupling agents on injection molded recycled newspaper fibers
reinforced PP. Three different MAPP and one acrylic acid-
grafted PP (AAPP) were used in composites with 40 wt% fiber
content. A maximum 12% increase of the Izod NI strength was
achieved by the addition of MAPP) (<0.5 wt%). In the case
of Izod UI strength, the highest increase of 89% was reached
with the addition of 6% G-3002 (MAPP). The results illustrated
the low influence of the coupling agents on the NI strength
(crack propagation) but a high effect on UI strength (crack
initiation). The authors considered the length of the fibers to
be too short for pull-out to be a dominant mechanism. The
higher influence on UI strength is attributed to an improved
fiber-matrix interphase that led to an enhanced opposition to
crack initiation. It was pointed out that this effect is observed
in composites where fiber length is under critical length. SEM
observation of fracture surfaces showed a significant difference
between modified and unmodified composites. Reduction of
pull-out in modified composites indicated improved fiber-matrix
adhesion. In a later study, Sanadi et al. (1999) explored the effect
ofMAPP as coupling agent and fiber content on injectionmolded
kenaf fiber reinforced PP. Izod NI and UI strength increased for
increasing fiber content in MAPP (3 wt%) modified composites.
In relation to the effect of MAPP, kenaf composites with 50
wt% fiber content were evaluated for 3 wt% MAPP. Regarding
the NI strength, modified, and non-modified composites showed
equivalent results. On the other hand, the UI strength of
the MAPP modified composites was ∼90% higher than non-
modified composites.
Karnani et al. (1997) studied the effect of MAPP as matrix
modifier in injection molded kenaf reinforced PP. The NI
strength was characterized for 3 different fiber contents for the
MAPP analysis. In the case of unmodified PP the IzodNI strength
decreases with increasing fiber content. The addition of MAPP
improves the impact strength for all fiber contents. The results
showed maximum impact strength at 20 wt% fiber content with
the addition of 5 wt%MAPP, which represented an improvement
of ∼14% over 20 wt% fiber content reinforced unmodified PP.
Feng et al. (2001) investigated the effects of 3 wt% MAPP on
injection molded kenaf reinforced composites with 50 wt% fiber
content. The matrices used were PP and two different impact
ethylene-propylene copolymers. The Izod NI and UI strength of
all systems improved significantly with the addition of 3 wt%
MAPP. The authors attributed the improvement to an improved
adhesion between kenaf and matrix.
Oever et al. (1999) investigated the impact behavior of
compression molded flax mat PP composites with fiber content
of 20 and 40 vol% and an MAPP content of 3.5 wt%. Composites
with MAPP had lower average UI strength (although within
the measurement error) when compared with unmodified PP
composites. The author pointed out that these results suggest
that fiber pull-out is the main energy absorbing mechanism due
to the lower composite failure strain and the negligible amount
energy absorbed by the flax fiber during fracture. Flax composites
exhibited a much lower UI strength than GF composites. It was
proposed that the use of elementary fibers instead of fiber bundles
may increase the impact strength in NFTCs. In another paper on
flax-PP, Oever et al. (2000) stated that an improvement in the
bonding between fiber and matrix will not necessarily improve
the properties of randomly oriented flax fiber composites due to
the possibility for the failure to initiate within the fiber bundles
internal structure.
Arbelaiz et al. (2005) analyzed the effect of MAPP (1–20
wt%) on injection molded flax fiber reinforced PP with 30 wt%
fiber content. Two different kinds of MAPP were analyzed in
the study, Epolene E43 and G3003. The initial addition of E43
and G3003 slightly decreased the Charpy UI strength with a
maximum increase (50–70%) in composite UI was observed
at 10 wt% MAPP addition (in relation to fiber content). John
and Anandjiwala (2009) investigated the use of Zein, a protein
extracted from corn, as a coupling agent in compression molded
nonwoven flax reinforced PP composites with a fiber content
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of 20–40 wt%. A clear maximum in Charpy UI was obtained
at 30 wt% fiber in the untreated flax composites. However, the
composites with the Zein treated fibers exhibited approximately
half the UI strength of the untreated fiber composites, despite
giving significant increase in flexural strength. The authors
assumed that the fiber matrix adhesion had been improved by
the fiber treatment. Hence the pull-out of fibers was reduced and
fiber fracture became the dominant failure mechanism with fiber
breakage leading to lower energy absorption during impact.
Rana et al. (1998) analyzed the effect compatibilizer
concentration (1–4 wt%) in injection molded jute reinforced
PP across a range (30–60 wt%) of fiber contents. The effects
of the MAPP on composite NI were negligible. However, the
addition of MAPP led to a large increase of the UI strength for
all fiber contents. The magnitude of this increase was apparently
independent of the MAPP concentration in the 1–4 wt% range.
Rozman et al. (2000) investigated the effect of MAPP (0–5 wt%)
on compression molded oil palm empty fruit bunch reinforced
PP with 40 and 60 wt% fiber content. Addition of 3 wt% MAPP
led to an increase of the UI strength (40 wt% fiber content)
of ∼25% over non-treated composites. Further increase in the
percentage of MAPP did not increase the UI strength. The
authors attributed this effect to improved fiber dispersion and
increased fiber-matrix adhesion.
Bledzki et al. (2007) studied the effect MAPP (5 wt%) on
injection molded abaca reinforced PP in comparison with jute
and flax fiber reinforced PP. There was no significant difference
in the results with the addition of MAPP. For composites with
40 and 50 wt% the MAPP slightly decreased the NI strength.
At 30 wt% fiber content, abaca reinforced PP showed higher
NI strength than jute and flax composites. The addition of the
MAPP did not have significant effect over the NI strength of any
of the three different composites. In a later study, Bledzki et al.
(2008) investigated the effects MAPP on injection molded flax
fiber reinforced PP composites with 30 wt% fiber content. The
addition of MAPP slightly decreased the NI strength. Bledzki
et al. reported no significant changes in the NI strength of
injection molded abaca fiber reinforced PP on adding 5 wt% of
MAPP Bledzki et al. (2010a). also analyzed the effect of MAPP
(5 wt%) on injection molded barley husk, coconut shell and soft
wood fibers reinforced PP with 40 wt% fiber content (Bledzki
et al., 2010b). Once again the MAPP had no significant effect on
the NI strength of the three types of fiber reinforced composites.
Stark (1999) explored the use of MAPP (3 wt%) as a coupling
agent in injection molded wood reinforced PP with 20 and 40
wt% fiber content. Results suggested that MAPP retards crack
initiation as the Izod UI strength increased slightly. On the other
hand, Izod NI strength remained approximately the same which
suggests that the MAPP did not influence the crack propagation
process. Li et al. (2001) investigated the effect of filler content
and addition of 5 wt% MAPP on injection molded sawdust
reinforced recycled PP. The NI strength of MAPP modified
composites increased with increasing fiber content, showing an
opposing trend to non-modified PP composites. The maximum
NI strength was reached at 40% fiber content with an increase of
∼15% over the PPmatrix. The authors attributed this to a change
in the energy dissipation mechanisms in the composites. Hristov
et al. (2004) explored the influence of MAPP as coupling agent
in compression molded wood fiber PP through instrumented
impact testing. Results showed that the MAPP mainly enhanced
the crack initiation stage and the elastic energy absorption.
Ashori et al. (2008) studied the effects of coupling agents in
compression molded wood fiber reinforced PP composites. The
influence over the mechanical properties of a new coupling
agent and polybutadiene isocyanate (PBNCO) was compared
with MAPP. The addition of 3% of MAPP and 5% of PBNCO
doubled the composite NI strength. The authors explained this
through the improvement in the chemical compatibility.
Sain et al. (2005) analyzed the effect of low molecular
weight maleated coupling agent on the mechanical behavior of
different fibers in injection molded PP based composites with
a 40 wt% fiber content. The NI strength of old newsprint-
filled PP decreased with the addition of coupling agent and
changed little with increasing concentration. The UI strength
increased with increasing concentration of coupling agent. The
authors attributed the improvements in the UI strength to better
dispersion of the fiber due to the improved fiber wettability for
increasing coupling agent content. Surprisingly, results showed
that hemp fiber and kraft pulp composites have better tensile,
UI and flexural properties than GF composites at the same
fiber wt% content (which means the NF composites contained
approximately twice the volume fraction of fibers as the GF
composites). The NI strength was equivalent for kraft pulp,
hemp, and glass reinforced PP. It is noteworthy that there was
no information given of the grade of GF utilized in the study, in
particular whether the GF was PP compatible. It is further noted
that the values presented for the GFPP composites are 30–50%
lower than would be expected for injection molded composites
with PP compatible GF (Thomason, 2002). Beg and Pickering
(2008) analyzed the effect of MAPP in injection molded kraft
fiber reinforced PP composites with a 40 wt% fiber content. For
composites with an average fiber length of 2.36mm and, the
addition of 4 wt% MAPP improved the NI strength by 12%.
Marcovich and Villar (2003) analyzed the effect of MAPE on
compression molded wood flour reinforced LLDPE with 30 and
40 wt% filler. The addition the MAPE significantly improved the
NI strength of composites with the increase being much larger
for the 30 wt% fiber sample. The authors explained this increase
through the improved fiber-matrix compatibility and improved
dispersion of the wood flour. Yang et al. (2006) analyzed the
effect of MAPP as compatibilizer on injection molded rice-husk
flour and wood flour reinforced PP. The addition of 3 wt%
MAPP did not significantly change the NI or the UI strength.
Lei et al. (2007) analyzed the effect of three different coupling
agents on the mechanical properties of compression molded NF
(bagasse fiber and pine flour) reinforced RHDPE at 30 wt% fiber
content. The coupling agents evaluated were MAPE, titanium-
derived mixture (TDM) and carboxylated polyethylene (CAPE).
Results showed much higher impact strength in the case of
RHDPE compared with virgin HDPE. The authors attributed
this effect to impact modifiers that could have been added
in previous processing. The NI strength of bagasse reinforced
RHPDE was lower than pine reinforced RHDPE. For both
fibers the NI strength was significantly lower than unreinforced
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RHDPE. For bagasse fiber composites the maximum NI strength
was achieved by composites with 3 wt% MAPE. The addition
of CAPE did not have any significant effect while the maximum
improvement due to TDM was observed at 0.3 wt%. In the case
of pine fiber composites, the maximum NI strength was achieved
by composites with 1.2 wt%, representing an improvement of
only 10 %. The addition of TDM led to a decrease of the NI
strength.
Lee et al. (2009) studied the effects of MAPP (0–5 wt%) in
injection molded bamboo reinforced PP composites with 0–
50 wt% fiber content. The Izod NI strength of the composites
did not change significantly with increasing fiber content. The
addition of 3 wt% MAPP raised the NI strength by 10–20%
depending on fiber content. Increasing the MAPP content did
not have any significant effect. Sun et al. (2009) studied the
effect of fiber content (0–30 wt%) and MAPP (5 wt%) on the
mechanical performance of injection molded sisal reinforced PP.
Composite NI increased significantly with fiber content. The
authors reported that composites without MAPP had slightly
higher average NI strength (however the difference was within
the measurement error). Guo et al. (2010) analyzed the effect of 2
wt%MAPP coupling agent in a large number of injection molded
NF reinforced PP composites with 30 and 50 wt% fiber. The study
of NFTP NI strength showed little significant effect of MAPP
on the NI performance across the range of different fiber types
considered. Hemp and flax fiber composites exhibited higher NI
results without MAPP.
Mohanty and Nayak (2010) examined the effect of MAPE
compatibilizer in injection molded short-bamboo fiber
reinforced HDPE with 30 wt% fiber Composite NI strength
increased with marginally (+6%) on addition of the MAPE.
Araujo et al. (2010) studied the effect of fiber content and
coupling agent on injection molded curauá fibers reinforced
HDPE composites with 20 wt% fiber content. Either MAPE
or poly(ethylene-co-vinyl acetate) were added at 2 wt%. The
addition of curaruá fiber resulted in a very large reduction of
both UI and NI strength compared to the polymer matrix.
The addition of the coupling agents resulted in no significant
change in composite NI. Only the MAPE with a higher acid
group content gave any significant improvement (16%) in
composite UI. Bettini et al. (2010) studied the effect of MAPP
as compatibilizer in injection molded coir fiber reinforced
PP with 20 and 40 wt% fiber content. The addition of 4 wt%
MAPP decreased the composite NI strength by 4–11% and
the addition of 8 wt% MAPP decreased the composite NI
strength by 9–18%. The authors suggested that these results
indicated an increased fiber-matrix adhesion and that the energy
dissipated through pull-out decreased. Malfatti et al. (2017)
studied the effect of a range of hot melt adhesive additives
on the Charpy UI performance of injection molded 30 wt%
flax reinforced PP with and without MAPP coupling agent.
Their idea was to improve fiber-matrix adhesion through
the addition of dendritic polyesters (DP) or thermoplastic
polyurethane. The polyurethane additive had little effect on
the UI performance of the composites. However, all three DP
additives significantly increased UI from ∼10 up to 30 kJ/m2.
When used in conjunction with MAPP even better results
were obtained with only 1 wt% of DP increasing the composite
UI from 12 kJ/m2 to over 40 kJ/m2. Interestingly despite the
hypothesis of improved interfacial adhesion the DP additive
gave no significant improvement in the tensile strength of the
composites.
Discussion
The increase of NFTC NI strength by the addition of
compatibilizer has been observed in several studies (Sanadi et al.,
1994, 1999; Karnani et al., 1997; Feng et al., 2001; Li et al.,
2001; Lei et al., 2007; Ashori et al., 2008; Beg and Pickering,
2008; Lee et al., 2009; Araujo et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2010;
Mohanty and Nayak, 2010; Paul et al., 2010; Malfatti et al.,
2017). This is often related to an increase in the fiber-matrix
adhesion/compatibility, which leads to higher energy required
for crack propagation (Feng et al., 2001; Marcovich and Villar,
2003; Ashori et al., 2008). Surprisingly, a similar argument has
also been used to argue a decrease in the NI strength, where high
fiber-matrix compatibility may lead to lower energy absorption
by the fiber pull-out mechanism (John and Anandjiwala, 2009;
Bettini et al., 2010; Bledzki et al., 2010a). Some studies did
not report any significant changes in the NI strength (Bledzki
et al., 2010a,b). At high MAPP concentrations, it has been
pointed out that the NI strength could decrease due to a self-
entanglement effect between the compatibilizer, resulting in fiber
slippage (Rana et al., 1998). In terms of the UI strength of
NFTC, the addition of compatibilizer has been reported to
produce increases in several studies (Sanadi et al., 1994, 1999;
Rana et al., 1998; Stark, 1999; Rozman et al., 2000; Feng et al.,
2001; Sain et al., 2005; Araujo et al., 2010). Arguments often
mentioned for the UI increase included an increase in fiber-
matrix adhesion (Rozman et al., 2000; Feng et al., 2001) and
improved fiber dispersion (Rozman et al., 2000). Nevertheless,
a negative correlation between compatibilizer addition and UI
strength has also reported by some authors (Oever et al., 1999;
Araujo et al., 2010).
In general terms, an optimum level of fiber-matrix adhesion
appears to be crucial. High levels of adhesion may lead to
brittle failure while low levels result in low fiber pull-out
energy absorption (Sain et al., 2005). As previously discussed
the fiber aspect ratio appears to be critical in determining
the effect of compatibilizers (Sanadi et al., 1994, 1999; Rana
et al., 1998) in NFTC impact. In systems where the fiber
length is lower than critical fiber length, it has been shown
that coupling agents have less influence on the NI strength
or crack propagation phenomenon and more influence on the
UI strength related to crack initiation (Sanadi et al., 1994,
1999; Stark, 1999; Hristov et al., 2004). Even if debonding and
pull-out mechanisms are diminished by increasing fiber-matrix
adhesion, the energy absorption was balanced by a tougher
interphase. On the other hand, it has also been pointed out
that weaker interfaces could lead to higher NI energy absorption
(Bledzki et al., 2008, 2010a). In the case of filler reinforcements,
lower particle size results in higher UI strength due to a
lower number of stress concentrations. Furthermore, it has been
pointed out that the lateral strength of natural fibers has a
significant influence on the fiber pull-out length (Oever et al.,
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1999). It has been suggested that the use of elementary fibers
instead of fiber bundles will improve UI strength (Oever et al.,
1999).
Impact Modifiers
Park and Balatinecz (1996) investigated the effect of impact
modification with high impact PP (HIPP) on injection molded
wood fiber reinforced PP with 10–40 wt% fiber. Addition of 10
and 30% HIPP to the PP matrix gave no significant improvement
in either Izod NI or UI. Replacement of 50% of the PP by
HIPP resulted in a doubling of the NFTC NI, but still with no
significant improvement in UI. UI strength of all the PP blends
dramatically dropped with the addition of wood fiber. It seems
likely that the NI improvement was due to toughening of the
matrix which was approximately tripled by the addition of 50%
HIPP. In a later study, Park and Balatinecz (1997) investigated
the effects of adding EPDM rubber to injection molded wood
fiber reinforced PP composites with 10–40 wt% fiber. Addition
of 10% EPDM to the PP matrix resulted in no significant change
in the NI or the UI of the NFTCs. With 30% EPDM the
NI of the composites approximately doubled along with small
improvements in UI. At 50% EPDM addition both NI and UI
of the NFTCs were very much higher that the PP only NFTCs.
It was noted that the 50% EPDM-PP blends without fibers did
not break during testing indicating again that the improvement in
the NFTC impact performance was mainly due to the increased
matrix toughness. Hristov et al. (2004) explored the influence of a
poly(butadiene styrene) rubber impact modifier in compression
molded wood fiber PP with 10 wt% fiber content. The results
of instrumented impact testing showed that the crack initiation
energy is low dependent on the modifiers and mainly reflects the
matrix behavior. On the other hand, the impact modifier mainly
influences the crack propagation and plastic energy.
Xie et al. (2002) studied the effect of 0–16 wt% of maleated
styrene-(ethylene-co-butylene)-styrene copolymer (MA-SEBS)
on injection molded sisal reinforced PP with 20 wt% fiber
content. The Izod NI energy increased with MA-SEBS addition
with an increase of ∼200% obtain when 16 wt% was blended
with the PP matrix. UI performance was probed using an
instrumented drop weight impact method. In the modified
composites the authors assumed that fiber matrix debonding
and fiber pull-out are suppressed by the compatibilization effect
of the MA-SEBS rubber. They suggested that the main energy
absorption mechanisms for modified composites are expected
to derive from the deformation of MA-SEBS rubber particles
and MA-SEBS interface between PP and sisal. Ruksakulpiwat
et al. (2009) analyzed the effect of natural rubber (NR) and
EPDM rubber impact modifiers on injectionmolded vetiver grass
reinforced PP composites with 30–48 wt% fiber content. The
results showed that the Izod UI strength of the composites with
NR and EPDM were still very much lower than the unreinforced
PP. The effect of NR and EPDM was significant in terms of
improving the UI for rubber contents above 20 wt%.
Liu et al. (2009) investigated the effect of two different
modifiers on injection molded banana fiber reinforced
HDPE/Nylon-6 composites with 39 wt% fiber content. The
composite modifiers analyzed were maleic anhydride grafted
styrene/ethylene-butylene/styrene triblock polymer (SEBS-g-
MA) and MAPE. The composite Izod NI strength increased
with increasing SEBS-g-MA content. In the equivalent case
of reinforced HDPE, composites had a similar behavior, the
NI strength increased with increasing SEBS-g-MA content.
Anuar and Zuraida (2011) studied the effect of two impact
modifiers and MAPP on compression molded kenaf reinforced
PP with a fiber content of 20 vol%. The two impact modifiers
analyzed were thermoplastic natural rubber (TPNR) and
PP/ethylene-propylene-diene-monomer (PP/EPDM). A ratio of
thermoplastic:elastomer of 70:30 was used for both blends. The
addition of kenaf fiber significantly increased the Izod NI of the
PP-TPNR and PP-PP/EPDM composites over the unreinforced
polymer. Addition of MAPP to the composites further improved
the Izod NI strength. The authors attributed the MAPP increase
to improved interfacial adhesion that reduced polymer mobility
and prevented pull-out.
Discussion
The addition of impact modifiers led to an increase of the NFTC
NI strength in a number of studies (Park and Balatinecz, 1996,
1997; Xie et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2009; Anuar and Zuraida, 2011)
and for UI strength positive effects have also been observed
in some studies (Park and Balatinecz, 1997; Ruksakulpiwat
et al., 2009). Regarding NI strength, it was suggested that
there is a much higher dependency on impact modifier in
comparison to fiber content effects (Park and Balatinecz, 1996).
In the cases where the increased fiber-matrix compatibility
leads to suppression of the fiber-matrix debonding and pull-out
phenomenon and in the presence of rubber particles, the main
energy absorption mechanisms are related to the deformation
of these rubber particles and fiber breakage (Xie et al., 2002).
Moreover, the addition of impactmodifier retards crack initiation
and propagation (Xie et al., 2002). This last observation seems
to be in conflict with other studies, where it was pointed out
that crack initiation energy has a low dependency on impact
modifiers, which mainly influence crack propagation and plastic
deformation energy (Hristov et al., 2004). Other studies have
identified different sources of improvement, where the increased
fiber-matrix interfacial adhesion from the presence of impact
modifiers were thought to reduce polymer mobility and prevent
pull-out leading to increased NI strength (Anuar and Zuraida,
2011). It has also been suggested that the elastic behavior
of the impact modifiers leads to an increase in UI strength
(Ruksakulpiwat et al., 2009).
Modification and Post Treatments of Fibers
and Composites
Karnani et al. (1997) studied the effect of aminosilane as a fiber
modifier and MAPP as a matrix modifier in injection molded
kenaf reinforced PP with 20 wt% fiber content. Addition of 2
and 5 wt% MAPP led to an increase in composite Izod NI
strength of 9 and 14%, respectively. The silane-kenaf reinforced
PP showed the highest NI strength with an improvement of
24% over unmodified kenaf PP. The authors attributed this
improvement to a ductile interface and a good fiber matrix
interfacial adhesion created by the long polysiloxane chains.
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Results were compared with a similar study with sisal fiber where
silane modification of the fiber raised the composite NI strength
by ∼65% (Krishnan and Narayan, 1992). Threepopnatkul
et al. (2008, 2009) analyzed the effect of fiber content and
two different silanes on injection molded pineapple leaf fiber
reinforced polycarbonate. All fibers were pre-treated by NaOH
solution and then coated with γ-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane
or γ-methacryloxy propyltrimethoxysilane. The composite Izod
UI strength decreased by more than 90% with the addition of
pineapple leaf fiber. Composites reinforced with aminosilane
treated fibers-composites produced slightly better UI results
compared with the other composites. This effect was attributed
to increased fiber-matrix interaction.
In an early review on the influence of the surface modification
of natural fibers on composite performance Mohanty et al.
(2001) make little reference to composite impact properties.
Subsequently Mohanty et al. (2004a) analyzed the effect of
MAPP surface modification of fibers on compression molded
jute reinforced PP composites with 30 wt% fiber content. Fibers
were treated by immersion in a hot MAPP solution in toluene.
The MAPP treated fiber delivered significant improvements in
the composite NI performance with a maximum improvement
of 30% obtained. The same authors carried out a very similar
study using jute fibers with very similar findings. They showed
that the Izod NI of compression molded 30 wt% sisal reinforced
PP composites increased by up to 58% when MAPP was solution
coated onto the fibers (Mohanty et al., 2004b). Using similar
techniques, in a later study, Mohanty et al. (2006) studied the
effect of coating fibers with MAPE solutions on the Izod NI
strength of compression molded jute reinforced HDPE with 30
wt% fiber content. A maximum improvement in NI of 28%
was achieved with MAPE coated jute fibers. In all the above
cases the authors suggested that this improvement was related
to an increase of the interfacial adhesion between fibers and
matrix.
Nair and Thomas (2003) studied interface modification in
compression molded sisal reinforced polystyrene composites
with 20 wt% fiber content. Fibers were treated with benzoyl
chloride, polystyrene maleic anhydride (PSMA), toluene
diisocyanate, methyl trithoxy silane, and triethoxy octyl silane.
Only the PSMA treatment resulted in increased Izod UI strength.
The authors mistakenly state that the un-notched fracture
of short-fiber thermoplastic composites is controlled by fiber
pull-out. The authors suggested that the UI strength decreases as
the interface strength increases which is more likely related to the
energy required to initiate a crack. Rozman et al. (2002) studied
the effect of chemical treatment and filler size on compression
molded oil palm empty fruit bunch reinforced PP with 20,
40, and 60 wt% filler content. The fibers were treated with
maleic anhydride (MAH) dissolved in dimethylformamide.
The composite Izod UI decreased significantly with increasing
fiber content. However, the UI strength of all composites
also increased significantly with MAH content on the fibers.
The authors suggested that this UI increase was related to an
improvement of the fiber-matrix adhesion. Oksman et al. (2003)
analyzed the effect of triacetin as a plasticizer in compression
molded flax reinforced PLA with 40 wt% fiber content. The
addition of triacetin had no significant effect on Charpy UI
performance at any of the concentrations studied.
Wu et al. (2006) examined the effect of two different
compatibilizers on injection molded wood fiber reinforced PP
with 10 wt% fiber content. They used vinyl-trimethoxy silane to
modify the fiber surface and maleic anhydride grafted styrene-
ethylene-butylene-styrene triblock copolymer (SEBS-g-MA) to
modify the PP matrix. The addition of 10 wt% wood fiber
improved the Charpy NI strength by 26%. The silane pre-
treatment of the fibers did not significantly change the composite
NI strength. On the hand, the addition of 10 wt% of SEBS-
g-MA improved the NI strength by up to 80%. The authors
discussed the likely toughening mechanisms operating in their
materials in terms of the interfacial bond strength, fiber-matrix
debonding, and matrix plastic deformation. Ruksakulpiwat et al.
(2007) investigated the effect of different chemical treatments
on vetiver leaves and fibers as part of injection molded vetiver
PP composites. The study included a number of fiber surface
modification methods. A maximum improvement of only 20%
in UI was achieved through a combination of NaOH treatment
followed by coating with vinyltrimethoxysilane.
Bledzki et al. (2008) investigated the effects of fiber acetylation
on injection molded flax fiber reinforced PP composites with
30 wt% fiber content. Addition of 5 wt% of MAPP had
little significant effect on the Charpy NI performance of the
composites. Acetylation of the fibers resulted in a decrease in
NI strength which became progressively worse with increasing
acetylation. The authors suggested that this was due to a stronger
interface. In a later study, Bledzki et al. (2010a) investigated the
effects of different fiber treatments on injection molded abaca
fiber reinforced PP with 30 wt% fiber content. The abaca fibers
were treated with the enzyme fungamix or collected naturally
treated and extracted from elephant dung (NDS). Fibers treated
with enzyme and NDS showed an improvement in the composite
Charpy NI strength of∼20 and 10%, respectively. He et al. (2008)
investigated the effect of NaOH treatment of fibers on injection
molded ramie fiber reinforced PP with 15 wt% fiber content.
Fibers were treated with a NaOH solution of 5, 10, and 15%
concentration. There was no significant effect of the treatment
on the composite NI strength. All composites had a significantly
lower NI compared to the PP matrix alone.
Saleem et al. (2008) investigated the effect of pectinase
treatment and MAPP on injection molded hemp fiber reinforced
PP. A significant decrease of the cross section and tensile strength
of the treated fibers was observed. NI strength results were
not consistent. The authors attributed such uncertainty to the
complex mechanisms involved in impact strength.
Rahman et al. (2009) and Haque et al. (2010a) investigated
the effect of benzene diazonium treatment of fibers on injection
molded coir and abaca fiber reinforced PP with 10–30 wt% fiber
content. The Charpy NI strength increased with fiber content
for all composites, reaching a plateau at 15 wt% for treated
and non-treated fiber reinforced PP. The chemical treatment
did not result in a significant improvement of composite NI
strength. In a later paper, the same authors added some data
on using the same treatment on coir fibers for injection molded
coir reinforced PP (Rahman et al., 2009). Other than the coir
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fiber giving much lower composite NI values in comparison to
abaca, exactly the same lack of significant improvement from the
chemical treatment was observed. In the same vein of publishing
the same data twice Haque et al. (2009, 2010b) carried out an
identical study on injection molded reinforced PP with coir
and palm fibers composites. Once again the coir data showed
no significant effects of the benzene diazonium treatment on
composite NI performance. However, with the palm fibers there
was evidence of an increase of about 10% in the average NI values
(outside of the confidence limits) obtained from the chemical
treatment. In a later study, Haque et al. (2012) studied a two-
step chemical treatment on coir fibers for injection molded
coir reinforced PP with 10–25 wt% fiber content. The chemical
treatment consisted of treating the fiber first withNaIO4 and then
with p-aminophenol. Once again the NI strength increased with
increased fiber content reaching a plateau above 15 wt%. Treated
coir composites showed significantly higher NI strength with a
maximum increase of 40% at 25 wt% fiber content. The authors
attributed the improvements to higher fiber-matrix interfacial
adhesion.
Rahman et al. (2008) investigated the effect of oxidation
treatment of fibers and post-treatment of composites on injection
molded jute fiber reinforced PP with 20–35 wt% content of 3mm
long fibers. The fibers were oxidized in sodium periodate solution
and some composites were also post-treated in urotropine
solution. The Charpy NI strength for all the composites increased
with increasing fiber content, reaching a maximum between 25
and 30 wt%. The oxidization treatment had little significant effect
on the composite NI. However, the oxidized and post-treated
composites showed a 23% increase in NI over the untreated
sample. The authors attributed the increase in NI strength to
a coupling reaction between the oxidized jute fibers and the
urotropine molecules in the composite matrix. In a virtually
identical paper (which does not reference the previous paper) the
same authors describe, word for word, the same experiments on
jute-PP composites where the post-treatment chemical was urea.
The results for the composite Charpy NI strength appear to be
identical with the previous samples post-treated with urotropine
(Rahman et al., 2010). Finally the same authors used this
same experimental approach to investigate fiber pre-treatment
with o-hydroxybenzene diazonium salt on the performance
of injection molded coir reinforced PP (Islam et al., 2010).
Once again the Charpy NI strength increased for increasing
fiber content, reaching a plateau above 15 wt% fiber content.
At 25 wt% fiber content, treated fibers reinforced composites
showed an improvement of ∼5% (hence barely significant)
over non-treated fiber composites. The authors explained this
“increase” of NI strength through an improved fiber-matrix
interaction. Kabir et al. (2010) continued with this approach
to analyse the effects of fiber pre-treatment using o-, m-, and
p-hydroxybenzenediazonium salt in neutral media on injection
molded jute reinforced PP with 20–35 wt% fiber content. Despite
apparently using the same procedures and techniques it was now
found that the Charpy NI strength was almost independent of
the composite fiber content. The various chemical treatments all
had a similar effect of approximately doubling the composite NI
strength compared to composites made with untreated fibers.
Li et al. (2012) studied the effect of fiber treatment with
epoxy-silicone oil on injection molded ramie fiber reinforced PP
with 10–30 wt% fiber content. The composite Izod NI strength
decreased with increasing fiber content. However, the treated
composites showed an improvement of 10–20% in Izod NI
strength over non-treated composites at all fiber contents. The
authors attributed this increase to an improved fiber-matrix
adhesion which prevented crack propagation. Rahman et al.
(2018) studied the Charpy UI performance of compression
molded film stacked okra fiber reinforced PP. The fiber length
was ∼25mm and they were used either untreated or after
mercerization in 5% NaOH at 75◦C for 45min. Composite fiber
content was varied in the range 25–65 wt%. The composites
exhibited a clear maximum in performance (modulus, strength,
andUI) at 45 wt% fiber content. Themercerized fiber consistently
delivered higher UI performance. Langhorst et al. (2018)
investigated the IzodNI performance of injectionmolded 4.8mm
long agave bagasse fiber reinforced PP. Fiber content was varied
over the range 10–30 wt% with and without MAPP coupling
agent added at 5 wt%. Two pre-treatments of 85◦C hot water
or steam-treatment were applied to the fibers prior to composite
processing. Addition of fibers reduced both the elongation
at break and impact strength, but increased the stiffness of
the agave composites. The compatibilizer increased the fiber
matrix adhesion, but reduced impact strength. There was little
significant difference in the NI performance of the composites
based on the fibers with different pre-treatments. None of the
composites studied achieved NI performance higher than the PP
polymer alone but did exceed the performance of PP containing
20 wt% of talc. The authors concluded that in automotive
applications “blue-agave PP composites have the potential to
replace talc-filled PP components, resulting in a lower part
density and lower overall vehicle carbon footprint.”
Discussion
Various fiber treatments have successfully been applied to
improve the NI strength of NFTCs. Silane treatment (Karnani
et al., 1997) and maleic anhydride grafted polymer fiber
treatments (Mohanty et al., 2004a,b, 2006) were suggested to
improve NI due to improvement of interfacial adhesion and
interface ductility. Other treatments were also successful (Wu
et al., 2006; He et al., 2008; Rahman et al., 2008, 2010; Bledzki
et al., 2010a; Islam et al., 2010; Kabir et al., 2010; Haque
et al., 2012; Li et al., 2012) in increasing the NI properties
by, according to the authors, creating more ductile (Wu et al.,
2006; Islam et al., 2010; Rahman et al., 2010) and stronger fiber-
matrix interfaces (Rahman et al., 2008, 2010; Islam et al., 2010;
Haque et al., 2012). On the other hand, it has been reported
that acetylation treatments also improved interface properties
and resulted in a decrease in NFTC NI (Bledzki et al., 2008).
Increased UI strength of NFTCs has been reported in several
studies and attributed to improved fiber dispersion (Nair and
Thomas, 2003; Threepopnatkul et al., 2008, 2009) and increased
fiber-matrix adhesion (Rozman et al., 2002; Ruksakulpiwat et al.,
2007; Threepopnatkul et al., 2008, 2009). However, improved
adhesion has also been cited as causing a decrease in NFTC
UI (Nair and Thomas, 2003) caused by a suppression of
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debonding and pull-out mechanisms. Some studies did not
report any significant influence (Oksman et al., 2003; Haque
et al., 2009, 2010a,b; Rahman et al., 2009), or inconsistent
effect (Saleem et al., 2008) of their treatments on NFTC impact
performance.
Regarding the detailed effect of these treatments, it has
been reported that excessive treatment time can degrade fiber
mechanical properties (Mohanty et al., 2006). Applying excessive
amounts of MAPE on the fibers can lead to fiber slippage which
reduces composite impact performance (Mohanty et al., 2006).
Furthermore, it has been suggested that an optimizing the level
of interfacial adhesion is crucial in order to increase impact
properties (Wu et al., 2006). Mechanisms involved in energy
absorption during fracture such as matrix shear yielding could
be enhanced by fiber pull-out (Wu et al., 2006). Regarding the
NI strength it has been suggested that a more ductile interface
could prevent the brittle failure of the interface due to the stress
relaxation. Silane treatments could create a highly stiff interface
that inhibited plastic deformation and ultimately lead to lower
absorbed energy (Wu et al., 2006). On the other hand, in the case
of UI strength, improved interfacial adhesion by NaOH-silane
treatment led to increased impact properties (Ruksakulpiwat
et al., 2007). In the case of the effect of optimizing the fiber-matrix
interface it is noteworthy that this argument is used by different
authors to explain contradictory observations. As discussed in
previous sections, the nature of both the fiber and the matrix
determine the overall effect of an improved interface on the
impact properties.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The impact resistance of composite materials is a complex subject
where the data often reflects the parameters of the test as much
as the structure-performance relationships of the materials under
test (Williams et al., 1973; Thomason, 2009b). One principal
consideration of such impact test parameters is whether or not
the sample under test has been pre-notched as conclusions drawn
from a UI test may not necessarily be applicable to NI test
results. Consequently a comprehensive characterization of the
impact resistance of a composite material requires study of both
NI and UI performance. Table 2 presents a summary of the
papers discussed in this review ordered by fiber type, polymer
type, molding process and which type of pendulum impact test
was performed. One observation from this study is that the
suggested comprehensive approach of characterizing bothNI and
UI is sadly lacking in a large volume of the literature on NFTC
and statements about the absolute and relative (say to GFTC)
performance is often based on a single type of test. More often
than not it is the NI values for NFTCs which are reported. Since
the UI testing is actually simpler to perform, as it does not require
the sample notching step, one might speculate that this is because
the NI performance of NFTCs is relatively less bad than that of UI
performance.
The results of this review support the conclusion of Thomason
(2009b) that “from a structure-performance viewpoint composite
impact strength appears to be influenced by all of the same
parameters as tensile strength, although to differing degrees.
Notched impact data generally reflect the energy required
to propagate an existing crack through the sample, whereas
unnotched impact data will depend on both initiation and
propagation energies.” Hence UI values are normally higher than
NI values for any composite material where the samples are the
same configuration. The addition of reinforcement fibers to a
thermoplastic matrix increases the number of potential energy
absorbing mechanisms in the resultant material. The fibers also
significantly enlarge the volume of material in which energy
dissipation can take occur as a crack propagates through the
composite. It has been proposed (Thomason and Vlug, 1996)
that the energy dissipation mechanisms which may occur when
a crack propagates through a discontinuous fiber reinforced
composite from a surface notch may include –.
• Deformation and fracture of the matrix takes place in the area
in front of the crack tip.
• Fiber-matrix interface debonding may occur as the applied
load, transferred by shear to the fibers, exceeds the interface
strength of the interface. Transfer of stress may still be possible
to a debonded fiber via frictional forces along the interface.
• Fibers fracture will occur if the fiber stress level exceeds the
local fiber strength.
• Fibers pullout will occur for debonded fibers and at the
interfaces of fibers that have fractured away from the crack tip.
Which, if any, of these mechanisms predominates in the
process is still an unresolved discussion and the answermay differ
for the same material undergoing different test configurations
(as discussed above). Thomason and Vlug (1996) and Thomason
(2002) have shown that a rule of mixtures equation can be applied
to model the NI strength of glass fiber reinforced polypropylene
and that the NI performance is particularly dependent of fiber
volume fraction and fiber aspect ratio. Consequently it is perhaps
not surprising that some NFTCs in this review have achieved
the lower part of the GFTC NI performance range shown in
Table 1. NF with lower average fiber “diameter” (e.g., flax or
hemp) and longer length (as found in mat based compression
molded composites) clearly reflect higher NI performance than
higher diameter fibers e.g., coir or palm) or particulates (e.g.,
wood, flour, sawdust) of shorter length (as found in injection
molded composites).
The magnitude of the UI performance of thermoplastic
polymers is normally significantly higher than that of their
NI strength. This difference is often greatly reduced when
reinforcements are incorporated into these polymers. Fibers
and fillers can cause a significant reduction in the energy
required for crack initiation while simultaneously the use of fiber
reinforcements significantly raises crack propagation resistance
(as discussed above). Sato et al. (1984, 1998) have shown that
fiber-matrix debonding at the fiber tips may occur well before
composite failure. These debonded regions around the fiber tips
may act alone, or through multiple interactions at higher strain
levels, as critical flaws where the critical dimension of these flaws
is proportional to the average fiber diameter. Consequently, in
composites in the normal range of fiber contents, the matrix
properties only have a limited influence on the UI strength and
the composite impact performance in this type of test is mainly
governed by fiber and interface related mechanisms (Thomason,
2006). Reflecting on the above discussion it is possible to see how
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TABLE 2 | Overview of the papers discussed in this review ordered by fiber type, polymer type, molding process, and impact test.
Materials/molding/test/1/2/3/4 Reference listing Materials/molding/Test/1/2/3/4 Reference listing
A/PLA/I/N Bledzki et al., 2009 J/PP/I/N Kabir et al., 2010
A/PP/I/N Bledzki et al., 2010b J/PP/C/N,U Pailoor et al., 2018
A/PP/I/N Bledzki et al., 2010a K/EP/I/N,U Feng et al., 2001
A/PP/I/N Rahman et al., 2009 K/PP/C/N Anuar and Zuraida, 2011
A/PP/I/N Bledzki et al., 2007 K/PP/I/N,U Sanadi et al., 1999
Ag/PP/I/N Langhorst et al., 2018 K/PP/I/N Karnani et al., 1997
B/PE/I/N Liu et al., 2009 O/PP/C/N Khalid et al., 2008
B/PE/C/U Paul et al., 2010 O/PP/C/U Rozman et al., 2000
B/PE/C/U Oksman et al., 2009 O/PP/C/U Rozman et al., 2002
Bo/PP/I/N Lee et al., 2009 O/PP/I/N,U Nordin et al., 2017
Bo/PE/I/N Mohanty and Nayak, 2010 Ok/PP/C/U Rahman et al., 2018
Bo/PP/I/N,U Chauhan et al., 2018 R/PP/I/N He et al., 2008
C/PP/I/N Rahman et al., 2009 R/PP/I/N Li et al., 2012
C/PP/I/N Bettini et al., 2010 S/PP/C/U Oksman et al., 2009
C/PP/I/N Haque et al., 2010b S/PP/C/N Jayaraman, 2003
C/PP/I/N Haque et al., 2009 S/PP/C/N Mohanty et al., 2004b
C/PP/I/N Haque et al., 2012 S/PP/I/N,U Xie et al., 2002
C/PP/I/N Islam et al., 2010 S/PP/I/N Sun et al., 2009
F/PLA/C/U Oksman et al., 2003 S/PP/C/U Nair and Thomas, 2003
F/PLA/I/U Bax and Müssig, 2008 V/PP/I/U Ruksakulpiwat et al., 2009
F/PE/C/N Singleton et al., 2003 V/PP/I/U Ruksakulpiwat et al., 2007
F/PP/C/U Oksman et al., 2009
F/PP/C/U Oever et al., 1999
F/PP/C/N Garkhail et al., 2000 W/PP/I/N Haque et al., 2010a
F/PP/C/N John and Anandjiwala, 2009 W/PP/I/N Stark, 1999
F/PP/I/N Bledzki et al., 2007 W/PP/I/N Wu et al., 2006
F/PP/I/U Arbelaiz et al., 2005 W/PP/I/N Guo et al., 2010
F/PP/I/N Bledzki et al., 2008 W/PP/C/N Ashori et al., 2008
F/PP/I/N Guo et al., 2010 W/PP/C/U Hristov et al., 2004
F/PP/I/U Malfatti et al., 2017 W/PP/I/N Li et al., 2001
F/PP/C/N Rahman et al., 2017 W/PE/C/N Yao et al., 2008
H/PP/I/N Guo et al., 2010 W/PP/I/N,U Park and Balatinecz, 1997
H/PP/I/N Saleem et al., 2008 W/PP/I/N,U Park and Balatinecz, 1996
H/PP/I/N,U Sain et al., 2005 Kf/PP/I/N,U Sain et al., 2005
H/PP/I/U Cicala et al., 2017 Kf/PP/I/N Beg and Pickering, 2008
J/PE/C/N Mohanty et al., 2006 Nf/PP/I/N,U Sain et al., 2005
J/PP/C/U Oksman et al., 2009 Nf/PP/I/N,U Sanadi et al., 1994
J/PP/C/N Mohanty et al., 2004a Fl/PE/C/N Marcovich and Villar, 2003
J/PP/I/N Bledzki et al., 2007 Fl/PE/C/N Lei et al., 2007
J/PP/I/U Rana et al., 1998 Fl/PP/I/N,U Yang et al., 2004
J/PP/I/N Rahman et al., 2010 Fl/PP/I/N,U Yang et al., 2006
J/PP/I/N Islam et al., 2010 Fl/PP/I/N Czél and Kanyok, 2007
1) A, Abaca; Ag, Agave; B, Banana; Bo, Bamboo; C, Coir; F, Flax; H, Hemp; J, Jute; K, Kenaf; O, Oil Palm; P, Pineapple Leaf; R, Ramie; S, Sisal; V, Vetiver Grass; W, Wood; Kf, Kraft
fiber; Nf, Newspaper fiber; Fl, flour (various).
2) PC, Polycarbonate; PE, Polyethylene; PLA, Polylactic acid; PP, Polypropylene; PS, Polystyrene.
3) I, Injection molded; C, Compression molded.
4) N, Notched impact; U, Unnotched impact.
the poor performance of many NFTCs in strength and strain
to failure will directly translate to very low energy requirements
for initiation of a critical flaw in the material and hence a
poor UI performance. Low levels of interfacial adhesion to
large diameter NFs or particulates will compound this poor UI
performance. Furthermore, weak internal fiber structure and
poor fiber dispersion will lead to regions of the material with
even greater propensity to initiate flaws at lower energy levels.
Hence the effects of chemical coupling, fiber dispersion and fiber
type on NFTC UI performance highlighted in this review are
clarified.
As stated in the Introduction many researchers of natural
fiber composites enthusiastically discuss the potential of natural
fibers to replace glass fibers in semi-structural and structural
composite applications. We have often commented on the
research and commercial challenges that such statements pose
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to those tasked with new materials development (Thomason,
2009a, 2010; Thomason et al., 2011, 2017; Thomason and
Carruthers, 2012). Not the least of such challenges is the level
of reinforcement performance required from NF in order to
succeed in engineering composite applications where a sufficient
or high level of performance of a single mechanical performance
parameter is very rarely sufficient to justify the use of amaterial in
any particular application. Of the many balances which must be
struck in materials selection the impact-modulus balance is often
critical. Figures 1, 2 present an overview of the regions of impact
Vs. tensile modulus (TM) covered by the literature covered in this
review. These Figures are quite generic and do not claim to cover
every possible combination of fiber, polymer and processing
method. However, they do supply the reader with a reasonable
FIGURE 1 | Overview of the range of Notched Impact and Tensile Modulus covered by the papers in this review.
FIGURE 2 | Overview of the range of Unnotched Impact and Tensile Modulus covered by the papers in this review.
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overview of the (NI and UI) impact-modulus balance of fiber
reinforced thermoplastics. It is clear from these two Figures
that for materials with high levels of both modulus and impact
(UI and/or NI) glass fibers are probably still the reinforcement
of choice. From the papers covered in this review it appears
that only flax fibers offer a possible alternative reinforcement
to glass and only when relatively moderate levels of impact
performance are required. Sisal fibers appear to offer the next
least disadvantaged performance. It is also clear from these
Figures that natural fiber reinforced thermoplastics can attain
very respectable levels of tensilemodulus (by using very high fiber
contents). It might be argued that increasing the fiber content
of flax fiber composites may increase the region of overlap
with glass. However, it should be recalled that increasing fiber
FIGURE 3 | Notched Impact Vs. Tensile Modulus for 30 wt% fiber reinforced polypropylene covered by the papers in this review (See Table 2 for explanation of letter
abbreviations).
FIGURE 4 | Unnotched Impact Vs. Tensile Modulus for 30 wt% fiber reinforced polypropylene covered by the papers in this review.
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content will most likely decrease impact performance (certainly
UI).
Figures 3, 4 offer the reader a more specific comparison
of glass and natural fiber performance by limiting the input
range specifically to injection molded 30 wt% fiber reinforced
polypropylene with the glass fiber results split between long-
fiber (pultrusion compounded) and short-fiber (extrusion
compounded) performance. The data for NI-TM clearly indicate
that glass fiber still outperforms natural fiber in NI performance
in PP composites. Once again it appears that flax reinforcement
offers the closest approach to glass performance in the lower
performance short fiber applications. However, long fiber glass
reinforcement of PP is still significantly higher than any natural
fiber reinforced PP compound. The situation for UI performance
of PP composites is still further weighted in favor of the
performance of glass fiber with even short glass fiber PP
compounds outperforming all natural fiber systems.
In conclusion it is therefore clear that the “Achilles’ heel”
of NFTCs remains their low level of impact performance, and
in particular the low level for UI performance. Consequently
we conclude that proponents of NFTCs should better focus
their efforts on systematic research to understand and improve
the unnotched impact performance of natural fiber composites.
Alternatively the NF community could stop their somewhat
unrealistic focus on replacement of glass fiber and look to less
demanding applications where the performance-price envelope
of NFTCs is a better fit. For instance the talc filled thermoplastic
market (Langhorst et al., 2018) would seem to offer a much more
realistic opportunity for NF replacement of higher density filler.
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